
First Grade Assignment Sheet - Week 11 Due: November 5, 2020 
 
Student’s Name____________________________________ 
 
Mrs. Rachel Lyles  901-270-4013 rachel.vcsnashville@gmail.com 
 

 

★ Bible/Character Study:   

○ Thankfulness - Expressing appreciation to both God and others who enrich my 
life.   

○ Memorize by Week 14, November 19th:  

■ I Thessalonians 5:18 “Give thanks in all circumstances, for this is the will of 
God in Christ Jesus for you.”   

○ Sing this Bible verse! Seeds family worship: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTRauxCaWco 

○ Family Discussion: Parents, this would be a good time to share with your child your 
own personal story of coming to know Christ, what your faith in Christ means to you 
and how thankful you are for your salvation. We will be discussing the first settlers in 
America and their pilgrimage as they came to their new land. They were so thankful 
for all God had done for them. The pattern for a harvest festival was set when God 
told Moses to direct the people of Israel to observe a full week of “Thanksgiving” after 
the ingathering of the harvest.  Read Leviticus 23: 33-44 and/or Deuteronomy 16: 13- 
17.  You might like to read from the beginning of the chapters and read about the 
other feasts that the Lord commanded the people to keep. 

○ Family Activity: During this time of thanksgiving, and always, we all should keep 
an “attitude of gratitude.”   One idea to help your family make this more of a daily 
time of gratitude instead of a one day holiday of thanksgiving is to record 
something each day on a calendar for which you are thankful.  Share these 
thoughts with each other during the holiday.  Or you might like to have a basket 
on the table where you have your family meal.  Each night have each person write 
something for which they are thankful and put it in the basket.  During the 
holiday, share these ideas with each other. 

○ Sing:  All Creatures of our God and King a few times this week.  

■ Maranatha Worship: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReuzmyzKsUw 

○ Extension(Optional): Memorize the attached poem, “Thanksgiving Then and Now,” 
by November 14th. 

★ History: 

○ Read aloud to your child chapter 14, ‘The Exodus from Egypt’ pg. 106-109. Have 
your child answer these questions orally: 

■How many plagues did God send on Egypt? Ten 
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■What happened when they got to the Red Sea? The water parted or God 
parted the water 

■What was this great escape from Egypt called? The Exodus 

■Where did the Israelites go next? Back to Canaan 

○ History Copywork: Copy the history sentences on the history sheet correctly 
and neatly. Practice  reading the sentence 

○ History Narration: After you have read the history assignment to your child, 
have your child tell you about something that you've just read. Write their 
version down in the history workbook. The narrations are usually two-to-five 
sentences. Have them illustrate their narration and add a caption. 

★ Literature: 

○ Complete the attached book review for The Story of Ping. 

○ This week we will begin reading the book Anansi and the Magic Stick by Eric A. 
Kimmel. Read aloud pages 1-12.  

■ Introducing the story – Have you ever read any Anansi stories before? (Hint: 
You read about Anansi in history!) Or do you know any other trickster 
stories? The book you are about to read is the story of a tricky spider 
named Anansi, who gets in and out of trouble as quickly and easily as most 
people breathe. 

○ Complete the attached study questions sheet in the purple literature folder.  

○ Begin the character map for Anansi in the purple literature folder. 

○ Read the book Petunia by Roger Duvoisin any time during the month of 
November. Complete the attached book report. Due December 3rd. (If you cannot 
find the book at the library, I have added the video to our class webpage. Of 
course, you are free to both read the book and watch the video!) 

★ Grammar: 

○ Complete Reading Connection - “The Pot of Gold” 

○ Complete the “sentence match” worksheet. 

★ Penmanship: 

○ Copywork: For this week, draw the animal and copy the first two sentences from 
pages 18 & 19 of the Draw Write Now workbook into your Draw Write Now folder. 

○ Complete the Sight Word copywork worksheets. 

★ Phonics: 

○ Complete Lessons 41, 42, 43, and Assessment 7 (Lesson 40). 

○ Complete the worksheets: “Hear and Write Digraphs th, th, and sh,” and “Long 
Vowel e.” 



○ Read Decodable Reader 13 (The Bake Sale). 

○ Fluency Master: Fluency masters provide additional practice to children who may 
need more exposure to high-frequency words in order to learn them.  

■ Parents, please have your student read the words orally to you until they 
can read the words easily. You may want to put a “star” or “smiley face” in 
each section that they read correctly. 

★ Spelling and Dictation: 

○ Spelling Words: See the Week 11 list for spelling words. 

○ Choose three of the activities from the Spelling Menu to practice your spelling 
words. Be sure to circle and have a parent initial the ones you chose. Also, be 
sure to staple your work to the back of the menu to turn in. 

○ Take a practice written test, then copy any misspelled words two or more times. 

○ Dictation: Dictate two sentences using at least two spelling words in each 
sentence 

★ Nature Study: 

○ Due November 5th: Do you remember the tree you drew in August? Now, look at it 
again and draw the same tree this fall. What is happening to the leaves? Paint it 
with watercolors or color with your choice of colored pencils, crayons, or markers.  

■ You will draw the same tree again in the winter and spring. Let’s see how 
different it will look every few months!  

★ Fine Arts: 

○ Art Appreciation: Read the book Chasing Degas. You may check it out from the 
library or watch the “read aloud” version on our class webpage. 
(https://youtu.be/WamoI-tA4uY ) 

○ Music Appreciation: Listen to Classics for Kids, Episode 5 on Tchaikovsky: 
“Carnegie Hall.”  

■ Answer the quiz questions at the bottom of the page: 
https://www.classicsforkids.com/shows/shows.php?id=131 (You can find links 
to all of the Classics for Kids episodes on our class webpage.) 

★ Geography: 

○ Complete Maps, Charts, and Graphs - Lesson 8 

○ Keep listening to The Seven Continents song: https://youtu.be/K6DSMZ8b3LE 

★ Critical Thinking: 

○ Complete the “Real and Make Believe” worksheet. Instead of having your child 
rewrite the sentences, please have him/her draw a line from the sentence to the 
appropriate column. 

https://youtu.be/WamoI-tA4uY
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○ Complete the Part/Whole Relationship “Telling Why” worksheet. 

★ Read Aloud: 

○ Read Aloud from a book of your choice for 20 minutes or more a day. Suggested 
goal: minimum of 10 books or chapters per week.  

■ Parents, listen to your student read aloud so you can monitor their 
expression and flow as they read aloud. Also, read aloud to your child to 
model correct flow and expression. 

○ Extending the Lesson (Optional): Color a fall leaf on the attached sheet for every 
book or chapter that you read. If you read more, draw a leaf on the back of the 
sheet and color it.  

 
 
 
I have reviewed my student's work, and all assignments are complete as outlined on this 
assignment sheet. 
 
 

________________________________________   
Parent's Signature 



VCS 1st GRADE HOMEWORK LAYOUT - WEEK 11 NAME___________________________________________ 

*Notes: Science and Math need to be included in your weekly work. Don’t forget to Read Aloud every day!

HISTORY/
GEOGRAPHY 

LITERATURE/
READING 

GRAMMAR PENMANSHIP CRITICAL
THINKING 

PHONICS SPELLING BIBLE FINE ARTS

DAY 1
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2 

DAY
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DAY
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Week 12 

 
Thanksgiving, Then and Now 

 
They offered thanks – those Pilgrims strong! 

The winter had been cruel and long 
But then came spring and summertime 

And autumn brought a harvest fine. 
And so they knelt, heart-deep in praise 

In gratitude for better days. 
 

We offer thanks – we space age sons – 
For blessings shared by everyone, 
For freedoms, which we still enjoy, 

For faith no power can destroy. 
Today we kneel in praise to Thee 
For keeping our great nation free! 

 
Nathanael Olson 

 







Anansi the Spider    Character Map  

 Anansi is… 

Anansi is a character from West African Ashanti Storytelling.  

In all of the Anansi stories, ___________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_ 















1st Grade Phonics – Parent Instructions

Week 11
Lesson 40

Lesson 40 – Assessment 7

Treat this like a test. Do not correct their papers while they’re working on it. Grade their completed 
papers. We want to be able to see where they need more practice. Grade the paper according to the 
points on the answer key.

Front:
Section 1 #1-5: “Let’s spell some words for our assessment. The first word is ‘seen.’ Write the letter 
that makes each sound in ‘seen’ on the lines by #1. Continue with #2 through #5.
2. rested
3. ringing

4. thick
5. that

Section 2 #6-9: “Look at the letter by #6. Draw a line from the letter to its keyword picture.” Repeat 
with #7, #8, and #9.

Section 3 #10-15: “Put your finger on #10, and code the word ‘three’.” Repeat with #11-15.

Section 4 #16-18: “Look at the blend by #16. Draw a line from the blend to its picture.” Repeat with 
#17 and #18.

Back:
Section 5 #19-20: "Look at the sentence by #19 and answer the question by #20. Code any words you 
don’t know to help you figure them out."

Section 6 #21-23: Point to the word by #21 (are). Have your student read the sight word aloud to you. 
Write down their response on the line by #21, or check off the word if identified correctly. Repeat with 
#22 and #23.

Section 7 #24-26: Point to the digraph by #24 (ee). "Tell me the name of the letters and the sound they 
make." Write down your student’s response on the line. Repeat with #25 and #26. 

Go over anything that they missed when the test is done.



1st Grade Phonics Teacher Instructions

Week 11
Lessons 41-43

Let’s sit and stand while we sing our abc’s. We haven’t done this for a few weeks. Let’s sit for the 
consonants. This means we’ll stand for our vowels. What are our vowels? a, e, i, o, u We’ll start slow, 
and then we’ll speed up as we go.

Lesson 41 – a consonant e; Spelling with Final ke

Echo these words and listen for the sound in the medial, or middle, position. sale     cane     gate
What sound do you hear in the medial position? /ā/ What does the letter a say when it is followed by a 
consonant? /ă/ When we say ‘sale,’ ‘cane,’ and ‘gate’ do you hear a consonant sound after the /ā/ 
sound? yes Let’s take a look and see why it isn’t the /ă/ sound. Write sale, cane, and gate on the board. 
What letter do you see at the end of these words? e This what we call a ‘sneaky e.’ It is called ‘sneaky 
e’ because it doesn’t say anything. It is silent, so it can sneak up on the a and scare it into saying its 
long vowel sound. Since the sneaky e doesn’t say anything when we see one, we’ll cross it out. Now, 
what will this sneaky e do to the vowel a? variation on the sneaky e story Right! It sneaks behind the 
consonant and scares the vowel into saying its long vowel sound. How do we code a long vowel 
sound? macron Whenever ‘a’ is followed by a consonant and a silent e we call it ‘a consonant e.’ Write
“a-e” on the board. The line stands for any consonant. We have a rule for this. The rule says that a 
vowel followed by a consonant and a sneaky e is long. We code the vowel with a macron and cross out 
the e.

We have learned several rules for spelling the /k/ sound. Today we’ll learn a third way to spell the 
final /k/ sound. What are the two ways we’ve already learned? ck after short vowel (like in duck); k 
after a consonant (like in milk) Yes! Take a look at these words on the board. Write take, woke, and 
like on the board. What do all these words have in common? end in /k/ sound How is the /k/ sound 
spelled? ke Look at the letter right before the k in each word. Are these letters vowels or consonants? 
vowels Are the vowels long or short? long We spell the /k/ sound with the letters ke when the sound 
comes after a long vowel sound. When we spell the /k/ sound this way, the e is silent. We need the 
silent e to make the vowel long. Now we know three ways to spell the final /k/ sound...ck, k, and ke. 
We’ll add these to our spelling list after our final digraph lines.

Now, look at your worksheet. Write your name neatly on the space provided at the top of your page. 
For #1-10 I will say a sound, and you will write the letter or letters that make that sound on the line.
1. /ng/ - ng 6. /ū/ - ū
2. /k/ - k, c || ck, k 7. /d/ - d || d ed
3. /ŭ/ - ŭ 8. /w/ - w
4. /th/ - th 9. /t/ - t || t, ed 
5. /ē/ - ē 10. /th/ - th

Now we’re practice spelling. Put your finger next to #11. Spell the word ‘seem.’ Repeat with #12.
12. green

For #13 and #14, we’re going to write down the two new sounds we learned today. Then, for #15-#17 
we’re going to practice spelling with our new sound.



1st Grade Phonics Teacher Instructions

13. Write the letter or letters, and be sure to code it, that makes that /ā/ sound – ā, a-e
14. Write the letter or letters that makes the /k/ sound – k, c || ck, k, ke
Spell the following words.
15. name     16. cake     17. ate

#18-#26 Code the words, and then draw a line from the picture to the matching word.
18. came     19. made     20. snake     21. plane     22. grape
23. stamp     24. we     25. thinking     26. spell     27. coffee

Lesson 42 – o consonant e; u consonant e

Echo these words and listen for the sound in the medial position. tone     hope      code
What sound do you hear in the initial position? /ō/ What does the letter o say when it is followed by a 
consonant? /ŏ/ When we say ‘tone,’ ‘hope,’ and ‘code’ do you hear a consonant sound after the /ō/ 
sound? yes Let’s take a look and see why it isn’t the /ŏ/ sound. Write tone, hope, and code on the 
board. What letter do you see making the /ō/ sound? o Do you see a sneaky e? yes Let’s cross out the 
sneaky e because it is silent. What does the sneaky e do to the o? variation of the sneaky e story Right, 
it sneaks behind the consonant and scare the vowel o into saying its long sound. How do we code a 
long vowel sound? macron Whenever an o is followed by a consonant and a silent e, we call it ‘o 
consonant e.’ We show it like this, o-e. The line stands for any consonant. We will add this to our 
spelling of the /ō/ sound.

Write cube on the board. Does anyone want to try and read this word? Does this word have a sneaky e?
yes Let’s go ahead and cross off our sneaky e since we know it doesn’t say anything. Is there any other 
obvious coding? k-back the c Yes, we need to k-back our c. Let’s look at our vowel. Is our vowel 
followed by a consonant? yes So it should say its short vowel sound. Why won’t it make its short vowel
sound? sneaky e That’s right. What is the long vowel sound of u? /yōō/; /ōō/ Let’s try this word with 
the /yōō/ sound. cube Does this sound like a word you know? yes Let’s look at this word. Write rule on
the board. We know this word has a sneaky e, so our u is going to make a long sound. Let’s try it with 
the /yōō/ sound. Can you say ‘rule’ with the /yōō/ sound? no (or yes, but it sounds wrong) It is 
impossible for our mouths to pronounce the /yōō/ sound right after the /r/ sound. When you see ‘u 
consonant e,’ try the /yōō/ sound first. If your mouth doesn’t want to say it that way, use the /ōō/ sound 
instead. Whenever a u is followed by a consonant and a silent e, we call it ‘u consonant e.’ We show it 
like this, u-e. We’ll add this to our spelling of the long u sound.

Look at your worksheet. Write your name neatly at the top of the page. For #1-10 I’ll give you a sound.
You write the letter that makes that sound on the line. Be sure and code the vowels, so you know if it 
was the long or short sound.
1. /ā/ - ā, a-e 6. /d/ - d || d, ed   
2. /k/ - k, c || ck, k, ke 7. /ng/ - ng  
3. /w/ - w 8. /t/ - t || t, ed
4. /ē/ - ē, ee || ee 9. /ŭ/ - ŭ
5. /th/ - th                        10. /ū/ - ū



1st Grade Phonics Teacher Instructions

#11-12 Let’s practice our spelling. Put your finger next to #11. Write the word ‘make’ on the line next 
to #11. The asterisk next to #12 tells us that this is a sight word. Write the word ‘who’ on the line next 
to #12.

For #13 and #14, we’re going to write down the two new spellings we learned today. Then, for #15-#17
we’re going to practice spelling with our new sound.
13. Write the letter or letters, and be sure to code it, that makes that /ō/ sound – ō, o-e
14. Write the letter or letters that makes the /ū/ sound – ū, u-e
Spell the following words.
15. rope     16. home     17. cute

#18-#27 Code the words. Once you’ve coded them, read them quietly to yourself. Draw a line from the 
word to the matching picture to the right.
18. those     19. globe     20. mule     21. use     22. costume
23. fins     24. tame     25. helped     26. scrub     27. insects

Lesson 43 – i consonant e; e consonant e

Echo these words and listen for the sound in the medial position. tide     line     mile
What sound do you hear in the medial position? /ī/ Write tide, line, and mile on the board. What letter 
do you see that might make the /ī/ sound? i Do you see sneaky e? yes How should I code it? cross it 
out Why? makes no sound; silent What does the sneaky e do to the i? variations on the sneaky e story 
How do we code a long vowel sound? macron Whenever an i is followed by a consonant and the 
sneaky e, we call it ‘i consonant e’. We will add this, i-e, to our spelling of the /ī/ sound from now on.

Write ‘concrete’ on the board. This word follows a syllable division pattern that we haven’t learned yet,
so I’ll code it for you. vc|ccv, add the k-backs on the c’s, and code the first syllable. How do you think 
we’ll code this e consonant e at the end of this word? macron on the first e; cross out the second e 
Why? variation on the sneaky e story Let’s read this word together. This is e consonant e, but it is not a
very common spelling. Because it isn’t common we won’t be adding it to our spelling for the /ē/ sound.

Let’s play Bingo! Before we begin, write your name at the top of your page in your best penmanship. 
As I say each word, I will tell you to listen for a particular spelling sound. Cover the space that spells 
that sound with your highlighter. When you cover all the letters on one line, either up and down, across,
or from corner to corner, say ‘Bingo!’
1. final sound in ‘math’ - th 6. final sound in ‘hard’ - d
2. initial sound in ‘candy’ - c 7. final sound in ‘rock’ - ck
3. final sound in ‘dim’ - m 8. initial sound in ‘apple’ - ă
4. initial sound in ‘rice’ - r 9. initial sound in ‘bedknob’ - b
5. initial sound in ‘elephant’ - ĕ

Turn the page to worksheet 43. Write your name neatly at the top. #1-10 I’ll give you a sound. You 
write the letter that makes that sound on the line. Be sure and code the vowels, so you know if it was 
the long or short sound.
1. /w/ - w 6. /m/ - m
2. /b/ - b 7. /g/ - g



1st Grade Phonics Teacher Instructions

3. /z/ - z, s 8. /ă/ - ă
4. /ō/ - ō 9. /r/ - r
5. /ī/ - ī 10. /h/ - h

#11-12 Let’s practice our spelling. Put your finger next to #11. Write the word ‘seem’ on the line next 
to #11. The asterisk next to #12 tells us that this is a sight word. Write the word ‘what’ on the line next 
to #12.

For #13, we’re going to write down the new spelling we learned today. Then, for #14-#16 we’re going 
to practice spelling with our new sound.
13. Write the letter or letters, and be sure to code it, that makes that /ī/ sound – ī, i-e
Spell the following words.
14. fine     15. smile     16. these

#17-#26 Code the words. Once you’ve coded them, read them quietly to yourself. Draw a line from the 
word to the matching picture to the right.
17. here     18. like     19. theme     20. dime     21. ripe
22. bring     23. boss     24. melting     25. traffic     26. tube








































